Student Campus Computing Committee (SC3)
Meeting Notes
June 4, 2019
Education, Building 02, Room 024 at 12:10 – 1pm

Present:
Camron Dennler, Chairperson
Carter Terranova, CAED
Abi Rahman - Davies, CLA
Steven Pineda, Tech Group 1
Matthew Wallace, Tech Group 2

Matt Borda, CAFES
Nicole Hill, CENG
Alison Robinson, AVP for ITS
Kathryn Hammer, ITS

Absent:
Isabella Roldan, CSM
Michael Brazil, OCOB
Will Sambar, ASI Rep

Sarah Rutland, DRC
Jacqueline Aenlle, Graduate Student

I. Approve Meeting Notes from May
Meeting notes from May were reviewed and approved.

II. Unified Mobile App Status Update
On Friday afternoon, a survey was sent to students asking them to prioritize which modules to include in the new unified mobile app. As of yesterday, 1000+ students have responded. Alison is working with Cem Sunata, Office of the Registrar, to organize governance for the new mobile application. They’re also working with University Marketing to incorporate Cal Poly’s new branding into the mobile application.

III. Learning Management System Update
Communication to faculty has been sent regarding Cal Poly moving to Canvas. We want to be sensitive to the faculty and student experience understanding that there will be a crossover when students and faculty will work in both the current LMS and a new LMS. Students have provided positive feedback about changing the LMS to a modern, mobile-friendly application. The ITS project team is working through contracting and procurement. CSU is working with Canvas on a contract which we may be able to work with.

IV. Recap of 18/19 Academic Year
This year’s ASI president and SC3 members have been integral to initiating the new unified mobile application for Cal Poly.